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Results in Review
MAFL Funds

A weekend of mixed emotions, finishing on an indisputable high for all
those Investors with money in the Heritage Fund.

Remarkably, the Blues’ victory lifts the Heritage Fund share price to
$1.0002, which is as close to back where it started as doesn’t matter.

Prior to the Blues’ triumph, the Dons had on Friday night given Investors
false hope, leading at the final change only to scratch out a measly two
behinds in the final term, eventually losing to the Bulldogs by 30 points.
Our other Heritage Bet, the Saints, led too, but their lead lasted only until
the early part of the second term before a Cats surge took all the fun out of
it.

Which brings me to Port Adelaide, our sole Beta Fund bet for the week. I
find it hard to adequately describe how I feel about their effort, but let me
give it a go. I’m sorry, but you just don’t lose after having led by more than
7 goals, especially when you’re playing at home - you simply just don’t
lose. But Port did, in the end quite embarrassingly and convincingly, taking
3.75% of our Beta Funds with them.

Overall, a profitable weekend for most Investors. The current position of
each portfolio is shown in the table at right.

Tipping

What was looming as another excellent weekend for tipsters came
spectacularly undone Sunday afternoon and evening as the markedly
unfancied Blues and Tigers each chalked up impressive victories. Not one
of our 64 tipsters was on the Blues and only Quila tipped the Tigers,
helping her to record 6 from 8 for the weekend, a score matched by only 3
other tipsters – CTL, Shadow and MM3 – and bettered by none.

Our 64 tipsters averaged only 4.36 from 8 this week, a whole tip worse
than last weekend. Twelve tipsters managed only 3 from 8. The full
performance summary appears in the table at right.

BKB continues to lead the season overall, and is now on 23 from 32, followed by Chi, SM4 and SM6 all on 22
from 32. In last place, on 16 from 32 – a performance indistinguishable from chance – is MM6. The running
totals for all tipsters appear in pictorial form in Appendix 1.

Average Absolute Prediction Error

Chi has recovered after a poor start to the season and now has an average absolute prediction error (AAPE)
of just 31.2 points. For Round 3 he managed a remarkable 18.5 AAPE, which he backed up this week with a
25.6 AAPE. Another good round next week should see him close to his goal of 30.

By way of context, BKB currently has an AAPE of 30 points and has been beaten in each of the past two
weeks by Chi.

(Quila had a reasonably good week this week too and is now at 32.8 points.)
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How Surprising?
This weekend there were three ‘surprise’ results in the victories of the underdog Lions, Blues and Tigers.
But, just how surprising were they? Is there a reasonable way to quantitatively measure the surprise we
should feel about a particular result?

One obvious measure of surprise is the bookmaker’s price. A victory by a team with a high price should be
considered more surprising than one by a team with a low price. Alternatively – and broadly equivalently –
we could use the implicit victory probability of the winner as a measure of surprise. We should then be more
surprised by the success of teams with smaller probabilities of victory.

For example, consider the following two results:

Carlton who were priced at $4.00 beat Collingwood who were priced at $1.22. The implicit
probabilities are about 23% and 77%. So, using the probability of victory as the measure of surprise,
this surprise score is 23%.
The Lions who were priced at $2.80 beat Port Adelaide who were priced at $1.40. The implicit
probabilities here are about 33% and 67%. So, again, using the probability of victory as the measure
of surprise, the surprise score is 33%. So, the Lions’ victory is considerably less surprising than the
Blues’ (you can say that again).

I’ll grant you, that’s hardly an earth-shattering suggestion. However, once we’ve settled on a surprise
measure for an individual game we can then readily construct a measure for an entire round simply by
taking the average of the surprise scores across all games in the round.

I’ve done this for all the rounds, including finals, for seasons 1999 to 2007 and then come up with cutoffs to
describe the overall predictability (or, if you prefer, surprisingness) of a round as set down in the table
below.

So, for example, those rounds for which the average victory probability of the winners was 62.5% or more
I’ve designated as “Very Predictable” rounds. These have comprised 18% of all rounds.

In such rounds, the Über Model has averaged 6.74 correct tips out of eight. (Actually, that’s not quite true
– it’s the average score for the Über Model in rounds where there were no draws. For the purposes of
deriving a surprise score in rounds involving a draw, I’ve used 1% as the probability of the result. This
almost always drives the average probability down for those rounds in which draws occurs to the point
where they’re almost all typed “Unpredictable”, which I think is a reasonable designation. In such rounds the
Über Model’s average performance is a little lower). Accordingly, I think a tipping score of 7 from 8
constitutes a ‘good’ score in “Very Predictable” rounds.

Here’s the round type profile of seasons 1999 to 2008.

As you can see, this season has so far produced two “Predictable” and two “Somewhat Predictable” rounds,
the latest round joining Round 1 in being categorised as “Somewhat Predictable”. Accordingly, using the
table above, a ‘good’ tipping performance so far would be in the 22 to 26 range, a range of scores that takes
in the top 4 of our tipsters.
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Team Quarter-by-Quarter Analysis
The tables below show how each team is performing on a quarter-by-quarter basis.

The Roos continue to be the 1st quarter kings, having won all four of their first quarters. This week they lifted
their percentage to 293.5 by racking up a 4.8 to 1.0 scoreline against the Dees. Their 2nd and 4th quarters
continue to be a problem for them, however, having won just one out of eight of these quarters so far this
season. How odd to have a team that’s 1st in Q1 performances and last in Q4 performances.

Carlton has also faded in 4th quarters this year and lost yet another of them this weekend, despite hanging on
against the Pies. Their 4th quarter performance is only marginally better than the Roos’.

In contrast, the Tigers have tended to improve as games have progressed. They’re in 12th place based on 1st

quarters, and 4th place based on final terms.

Hawthorn and the Bulldogs remain as the only teams to have won all their final terms. Melbourne, in
winning the final term against the Roos this week, have notched their first quarter victory for the season.

The table at right shows the number of total quarters won, drawn
and lost for every team. Generally, team rankings in this table are
similar to team ladder positions.

Teams for whom the difference is more than 3 places are:

Essendon, who are 11th on the ladder, but 8th here
Richmond, who are 8th on the ladder, but 5th here
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Team Ratings Update
Upsets and large victories this week have led to substantial changes in the MARS Predictor Ratings, and
concomitant changes in Rankings.

The table at left has the Ratings
details. Richmond’s defeat of
Fremantle at Subiaco by 64 points
lifted their rating by 6½ points, the
largest single-game move so far this
season.

Other big movers were:

Sydney +4.4 rating points (in beating
the Eagles by 62 points)
Hawthorn +3.8 rating points (in
beating Adelaide by 44 points)
Carlton +3.5 rating points (in beating
Collingwood by 23 points)
Kangaroos +3.1 rating points (in
beating the Dees by 48 points)

These large changes in team rating points
have produced a substantial reshuffling of
the MARS Rankings, leaving only 3 team’s
rankings unchanged.

Also we have 3 new teams in the Top 8: the
Roos, the Lions and the Dogs.

One of the teams dropping out of the Top 8,
Fremantle, has fallen 6 places.

So, the current predicted Final 8 is:
Geelong
Sydney
Hawthorn
Adelaide
Collingwood
Western Bulldogs
Kangaroos
Brisbane Lions

Of the eight teams listed here, 7 are also in the
Top 8 on the competition ladder, albeit in a different order. The only difference is that, where the Lions
appears in 8th here, they’re 9th on the competition ladder (the Tigers are 8th).

This week the MARS Predictor System tipped 5 from 8, moving it to 23 from 32 for the season. That’s getting
pretty hard to ignore.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Cometti (about Akermanis): Sometimes he keeps both sides in the contest …

Remember: the last of our Funds, the Line Fund, will commence trading this week. Prepare yourself for that
weird feeling of cheering for a team to win, but not by too much.

 ‘til next time,

Tony

13 April 2008
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Appendix 1 : Cumulative Tipping Performance – All Tipsters


